A b s t r a c t Objective: To determine whether automated classification of document citations can be useful in reducing the time spent by experts reviewing journal articles for inclusion in updating systematic reviews of drug class efficacy for treatment of disease.
While the original vision of EBM appeared to require physicians directly searching the primary literature for evidence applicable to their patients, the modern conception of EBM relies heavily on distillations of the primarily literature in the form of systematic reviews (also called evidence reports), 3, 4 such as those produced by the Cochrane Collaboration and the Evidence-based Practice Centers (EPCs) of the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ). 5 AHRQ reports are available to the public (http://www.ahrq.gov/clinic/ epcindex.htm/) and abstracts of Cochrane reviews are also available (http://www.cochrane.org/reviews/).
The Department of Medical Informatics and Clinical
Epidemiology at the Oregon Health and Science University is home to one of the AHRQ EPCs (http://www.ohsu.edu/ epc/). The EPC has focused on providing comprehensive literature reviews comparing classes of drugs used for treating specific conditions. To date, the Oregon EPC, Southern California EPC, and Research Triangle Institute/University of North Carolina (RTI/UNC) EPC have completed and published 15 evidence reports, evaluating the efficacy of medications in drug classes such as oral opioids, skeletal muscle relaxants, and estrogen replacement. [6] [7] [8] Making these evidence reports comprehensive and keeping them up to date is a labor-intensive process.
9, 10 Like any systematic review, those of drug classes identify thousands of articles that must be located, triaged, reviewed, and summarized. Potentially relevant articles are located using an iteratively refined query-based search of biomedical electronic databases, such as MEDLINE and EMBASE. These queries are developed by starting with the optimized clinical queries proposed and studied by Haynes et al. [11] [12] [13] and refined based on the experience and knowledge of the EPC staff. For the 15 systematic drug reviews mentioned above, the staff created queries for randomized controlled trials by combining terms for health conditions and interventions with the Haynes et al. research methodology filters for therapy.
Articles are then triaged in a two-step process. First the abstract is reviewed, and, if the abstract meets the inclusion criteria, the entire article is read. If the full text article proves to meet the inclusion criteria, the evidence presented in the article is summarized and included in the EPC report. Advances in clinical evaluation and pharmacology require that EPC drug reviews be updated on a periodic basis. This inevitably leads to the workload of the center increasing over time as reviewers must both produce new reviews as well as monitor and update the old ones.
The process of creating these drug reviews is very methodical. Reviewers keep detailed records of their search methods, the articles for which they have reviewed the abstracts and read full text, and, finally, which articles include sufficient high-quality evidence to warrant inclusion in the systematic review. This process motivated our interest in using these data to train an automated classification system that would have the ability to predict which new articles were most likely to include evidence warranting inclusion in a review update. An automated classification system would function to triage (or filter) new articles that match the search criteria of the original study. This would be useful to the reviewers in several ways. First, by monitoring the number of new articles on a given topic containing high-quality evidence (as determined by the classification system), the reviewers would have a simple and clear indication when substantial new information exists on a topic and the report needs to be revised. Second, the classification system could decrease the number of articles that require manual review and therefore reduce one of the most time-consuming steps in preparing or updating a systematic review. Third, classifying the most likely documents to contain high-quality evidence can help reviewers prioritize which articles are read first and which are read only if there is sufficient time. This paper presents the investigators' application of a machine learning-based classification system to reduce the labor required and improve the efficiency of keeping drug reviews up to date.
We are unaware of any prior work that applies automated classification of literature for topic-specific evidence-based drug or therapy reviews similar to the work we present here. The closest research is the work of Aphinyanaphongs et al., 14 who have published work investigating the use of machine-learning algorithms to improve information retrieval of high-quality articles useful for evidence-based medicine in the nontopic-specific high-level categories of etiology, prognosis, diagnosis, and treatment. Their research focuses on improving performance over the clinical query filters first proposed by Haynes et al., [11] [12] [13] using all the articles published in ten journals from 1986 through 1991, and whether those articles were included in the ACP Journal Club as a gold standard.
There has been much more work in the related area of automated document classification to assist curator annotation of biomedical databases. Like the work of Aphinyanaphongs et al., 14 the goals of these tasks are to place articles into one of a few high-level, nontopic-specific categories. The results of these high-level automated tasks vary because the recall requirements are different and are difficult to compare to the topic-specific classification presented here. Dobrokhotov et al. 15 used a combination of NLP and statistical classification techniques to achieve a recall of 0.4477 at a precision of 0.6716 for identifying articles containing information about human genetic diseases and polymorphisms, using a test set where 15% of the original articles were relevant. The TREC 2004 Genomics track included a task to identify articles containing information on mouse gene function for Gene Ontology (GO) annotation. With a utility function giving recall 20 times the importance of precision, the best results achieved were a normalized utility of 0.6512, and precision of 0.1579 at a recall of 0.8881, resulting in an F-measure of 0.2681. 16 
Methods
In order to build and test an automated classification system for these evidence reports, we proceeded in three phases. In the first phase, we built test collections for each of 15 review topics. In the second phase, we trained a machine learningbased classifier on the test collections. In the final phase, we evaluated the approach on each of the review topics. Figure 1 shows a diagram of the overall process.
Building the Text Collections
The initial data set consisted of 15 EndNote (http://www. endnote.com/) reference files with annotations (in the userdefined fields) made available to the investigators by the EPC. Each field in the reference file contained information on the article's title, authors, journal, and year of publication, as well as several user-defined fields. The user-defined fields included information entered by the EPC reviewers about whether each article passed the triage evaluation done by an expert reviewer at the abstract and article level. In addition, sometimes a free-text reason was coded as to why a paper was excluded. Therefore, these fields were ''semicoded'' in that the EPC used a consistent set of strings to encode triage decisions and may also have appended additional free text describing a reason for the assigning of a specific code. Occasional data entry typographical errors were also present.
In order to transform these data into a consistent set of information that could be used by a classification system, we processed the data in several steps. In the first step, we exported the data from EndNote using a tab-delimited, one record per line text format. In the second step, we extracted author, journal, title, year, and user-defined information and used the NCBI Batch Citation Matcher (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
F i g u r e 1 . High-level diagram of the overall process. gov/entrez/citmatch.cgi) to look up the corresponding PubMed identifiers (PMID). Then we produced a joined file that included the author, journal, title, year, user-defined information, and PMID for each article.
In order to make our work reproducible and comparable with work by others who apply different approaches to this task, we needed to have a fixed, static collection of MEDLINE records. We decided to use the TREC 2004 Genomics Track document corpus, a general MEDLINE subset that has been widely used in other experimental systems. The corpus consists of all MEDLINE records (not just genomics records, as might be inferred from the name) for the years 1994 through the end of 2003. Using this document corpus allows straightforward replicability of our results and allows other research groups to directly compare their results with our own. 16 We needed to limit the test collection to articles for which the TREC 2004 Genomics Track document corpus had available MEDLINE records. Not all the articles included in the reference files were indexed in MEDLINE. For example, some were in non-English journals not indexed in MEDLINE. We filtered the test collection by the PMIDs present in the TREC corpus to ensure that we had a MEDLINE record for each article in the test collection.
In the next step, we normalized the EndNote user-defined fields that contained the EPC-coded information for the abstract and article triage decisions for each article. We used a set of simple regular expressions, customized for each drug review and determined by inspection of the data, to normalize the reason fields into a set of ten consistently coded values. The codes and meanings are shown in Table 1 . The investigators had extended discussions with the EPC reviewers to determine the correct regular expressions to map the userdefined fields into the coded values shown in Table 1 and to detect and resolve any typographical errors. No articles were excluded from the test collection due to an inability to process the user-coded fields. In this study, we sought to distinguish articles included at the abstract and full text levels from all excluded ones; however, we chose to preserve the information provided in the exclusion reason codes for use in future work.
As a final step, we combined the information from all the studies into a single text file. Each line corresponds to an individual article triaged by the EPC staff for a specific drug review, and each field corresponds to the drug review name, a reference file identifier, the PMID, and the abstract and full text article triage fields encoded as shown in Table 1 . Example data records are shown in Table 2 . Note that even though the data set will only include citations and not full text articles, the expert EPC reviewers had access to the full text articles and made their triage decisions in two stages, the first based on the abstract and the second based on the full text article. It is this final triage decision that we would like to predict using a machine-learning algorithm using only the information contained within the article citation.
Note that in the process just described, there are two steps where we exclude articles originally contained in the EndNote files. We lose articles when the Batch Citation Matcher cannot find a matching article (i.e., the reference is not indexed in MEDLINE) and when the article is not present in the ten-year MEDLINE subset. After processing, we were able to convert between 30% and 50% of the references into the test collection.
Descriptive statistics about the number of original articles reviewed for each study, the number of articles included in the text collection, and the percentage of positive articles in each text collection are shown in Table 3 . The first column lists the drug review name, the second the number of citations reviewed by the EPC and therefore the number of entries in the corresponding EndNote file, the third column gives the number of citations included in the test collection for each review, the fourth shows the percentage of the original citations in the EndNote file retained in the text collection, and the final column gives the percentage of articles retained in the test collection that were included in the final EPC systematic review.
The percentage of articles in the test collection that were selected for inclusion in each of the drug reviews varied widely, from a low of 0.5% (for SkeletalMuscleRelaxants) to a high of 27% (for OralHypoglycemics). A low percentage of true positives is often typical for biomedical document classification tasks and requires a special approach to classification and evaluation to provide useful results. [16] [17] [18] Unlike many typical automated document classification tasks where accuracy (percentage of correct predictions) or F-measure (defined later) may provide a useful metric for evaluating systems, in biomedical scenarios such as we have here, the goal is often to improve precision, but only if a very high level of recall can be sustained. For systematic reviews, the reviewers try to include every article relevant to the topic that provides highquality evidence. While it is reasonable to assume that a small percentage of articles are missed, any automated classification system must maintain a high recall, or the work saved by improving the precision of the set of documents that require manual review is made irrelevant by the large number of relevant articles missed.
Classifier System
We used the MEDLINE records for each of the articles to generate the feature set as input to the machine learning system. Features included all the words from the title and abstract in a ''bag-of-words'' approach as well as the article's Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) and MEDLINE publication type. For MeSH-based features, we included the main headings, the headings with subheadings, the primary heading, and the subheadings by themselves. The MeSH and MEDLINE publication type features were pre-pended with ''MESH_'' and ''PUBTYPE_'' respectively to ensure that these features were treated distinct from words in the title or abstract. We counted the frequency of each feature appearing in positive and negative documents and applied the x 2 test with an a of 0.05 to use the statistically significant features as relevant features for input to the classifier system, using the 2 3 2 table shown in Table 4 . Our previous work on document classification has shown this value of a to produce good results. 17 Each feature was treated as a binary quantity, either present in each document or absent, resulting in a feature vector for each document consisting of entirely ones and zeros.
We did not weight the features by term frequencies. Preliminary testing found that weighting features by intradocument frequency and/or inverse document frequency (TF, IDF, TFIDF) decreased the performance of the classifier system. We also tried applying the Porter stemming algorithm 19 as well as a stop list of the 300 most common English words 20 to the word features. Table 5 shows the number and type of significant features for each drug class review. The first column gives the drug review name, and the second column gives the number of statistically significant features found in the training data for that review. The last three columns break the total number of features down into three distinct categories: number of word-based features, number of MeSH tag-based features, and number of MEDLINE publication type tag-based features.
Successfully training a classifier to identify low-probability classes such as the articles included in these drug reviews can be challenging when using machine-learning algorithms without sufficient configuration options. We have previously had success in classifying document collections with highly asymmetric positive and negative sample frequency (e.g., a small number of positives in a collection with a large number of negatives) using a variation of the voting perceptron classifier first proposed by Freund and Schapire. 17, 21 The voting perceptron algorithm has very good performance, is quite fast, and is easy to implement. While the algorithm as published does not include a means of compensating for asymmetric false positive and negative penalties we have created a modification to the algorithm that does provide this flexibility. This allows the system to work well in situations where the cost of a recall error (false negative) differs significantly from the cost of a precision error (false positive).
A perceptron is essentially an equation for a linear combination of the values of the feature set, represented as a vector. There is one term in the perceptron vector for each feature in the feature set plus an optional bias term. A document is classified by taking the dot product of a document's feature vector with the perceptron vector and adding in the bias term. If the result is greater than zero, then the document is classified as positive; if it less than or equal to zero, then the document is classified as negative.
Rosenblatt's 22 original algorithm trained the perceptron by applying it to each sample in the training data. If the sample was incorrectly classified, the perceptron was modified by adding or subtracting the sample back into the perceptron, adding when the sample was a true positive and subtracting when the sample was a true negative. Over a large number of training samples, the perceptron converges on the solution that best approximates the separation between positive and negative documents in the training set.
Freund and Schapire improved the performance of the perceptron by modifying the algorithm to produce a series of perceptrons, each of which makes a prediction on the class of each document and gets a number of ''votes'' depending on how many documents that perceptron classified correctly in the training set. The class with the most votes is the predicted class assigned to the document. They also extended the perceptron algorithm to enable the use of kernels using more complex mathematical operations rather than the straightforward linear kernel that simply adds and subtracts samples as described above.
In our modified voting perceptron, we use a linear kernel and differentially adjust the learning rate of the perceptron for false negatives and false positives. While in the original implementation of Freund and Schapire, incorrectly classified samples are directly added or subtracted back into the perceptron, we first multiply the sample by a factor known as the learning rate. Furthermore, we use different learning rates for false positives and false negatives.
We fixed the false-positive learning rate at 1.0 and adjusted the false-negative learning rate (FNLR) to optimize performance. The frequency of positives differs widely across the 15 studies. In general, we have found that the FNLR should be proportional to the ratio of negative to positive samples in the data set. In order to process and analyze all the studies in a consistent manner, we created a normalized FNLR parameter, w. The parameter w is input to the learning algorithm and the actual FNLR used in training the classifier for each study is given by: In our experiments, we vary w in a consistent manner across all reviews and compute FNLR for each topic. In general, the optimal value of w will be different for each classification task. As we will show, w can be determined by applying cross-validation to the training data and interpolating to solve for the value of w that results in the best value for the chosen scoring measure for each task.
We also tried a rule-based classifier, Slipper, 23 with the same feature sets and document weights but found that it consistently underperformed the voting perceptron classifier. We did not explore the use of the currently very popular support vector machine (SVM)-based classifiers such as SVM-Light. 24 The voting perceptron classifier divides the parameter space in a similar way to SVM and has been shown to perform similarly to SVM-based classifiers. 21 Also, our prior experience with SVM-Light has found that the program settings are insufficient to handle classification tasks with very low rates of positive samples when high recall is required. 17 
Evaluating the Classifier
We wanted to evaluate how our classifier approach performs on identifying new articles for inclusion in future updates of the drug evidence reviews. In order to do that, we needed to decide on an appropriate metric as well as optimize the normalized FNLR weight w for each drug review. To make the most efficient use of the data sets and to get the best estimate of system performance on future data, we chose to use 5 3 2 cross-validation.
In 5 3 2 cross-validation, the data set is randomly split in half, and then one half is used to train the classifier, and the classifier is scored using the other half as a test set. Then the roles of the two half data sets are exchanged, with the second half used for training and the first half used for testing, with the results accumulated from both halves of the split. What makes 5 3 2 different from the ten-way cross-validation more commonly used is that the half-and-half split and score process is repeated five times. This approach uses each data sample five times for training and five times for testing among random splits and averages the results together for all runs. The 5 3 2 cross-validation approach is thought to give better estimates of actual performance than the ten-way cross-validation method, which frequently overestimates performance. 25 It was challenging to determine an appropriate metric with which to evaluate our approach. The most commonly used measures, precision and recall, separately measure two things of importance to a classifier system, namely, how accurately the classifier performs when predicting items in the class of interest (precision) and how completely the classifier identifies the items of interest (recall). For classification tasks, precision (P) and recall (R) are defined as:
Number Positive Documents Correctly Classified Total Number of Documents Classified as Positive ð2Þ
R 5 Number Positive Documents Correctly Classified Total Number of Positive Documents in Test Collection ð3Þ
Since precision and recall are two separate numbers, comparing one system or the result of one set of parameters to another is difficult. Precision and recall are commonly combined into a weighted harmonic mean called F-measure, usually weighting both components equally and defined as 2*P*R/(P 1 R).
However, neither precision, recall, nor F-measure captures what we were interested in measuring for this task. For a document classification system to provide value for systematic reviews, the system has to save the reviewers the work of reading every paper. At the same time, the number of missed papers containing quality evidence has to be very low. For this study, we assumed that a recall of 0.95 or greater was required for the system to identify an adequate fraction of the positive papers. Precision should be as high as possible, as long as recall is at least 0.95.
Furthermore, the most important feature of the system to measure is how much future work the reviewers could save for each drug review. Rather than simply reporting the highest precision obtained at a recall at or above 0.95, we chose to use as our metric a measure of the work saved at a recall fixed at 0.95. We define the work saved as the percentage of papers that meet the original search criteria that the reviewers do not have to read (because they have been screened out by the classifier). A recall of 0.95 can be obtained with a 0.95 random sampling of the data, and this process would save the reviewers 5% of the work of reading the papers. Clearly, for the classifier system to provide an advantage, the work saved must be greater than the work saved by simple random sampling. Therefore, we measure the work saved over and above the work saved by simple sampling for a given level of recall. We define the work saved over sampling (WSS) as:
where TP is the number of true positives identified by the classifier, TN is the number of true negatives identified by the classifier, FN is the number of false negatives identified by the classifier, R is recall and N is the total number of samples in the test set. For the present work, we have fixed recall at 0.95 and therefore work saved over sampling at 95% recall (WSS@95%) is
This measure does make some simplifying assumptions. No specific consideration is given to variations in document length or the work expended during review of an article citation versus the review of a full text article. We assume the actual work saved by documents predicted to be negative by the classification system is on average the same as the work required by the average document retrieved during the literature search.
We applied the 5 3 2 cross-validation process to the data sets for each of the drug reviews multiple times, varying w between 0.25 and 8.00. This range of w used covered the useful range of FNLR for each of the review topics. At lower values of w (,0.25), the recall was well below the 0.95 that we were targeting. For higher values of w (.8.00), recall was at or near 100%. Finally, we estimated WSS@95% by linearly interpolating the WSS for the values of w with recall immediately above and below 0.95. This allowed us to both determine the best value of w for training the classifier for a specific systematic review and to estimate the performance of the classifier on future articles that meet the search criteria of the original drug review.
Results
The results of our cross-validation experiments are presented in Table 6 . Precision, recall, F-measure, FNLR, and WSS for each drug review at eight different values of the parameter w, from 0.25 to 8.00 are shown. For each drug review, the value of w that leads to a recall closest to 0.95 is marked with an asterisk. This value varies between a low of 0.75 and a high of 4.00. For some topics, estimating WSS@95% recall required evaluating WSS at 8.0 to bracket the 95% recall value. Evaluating performance at values of w below 0.75 appears not to be necessary to determine the best value of w to optimize WSS@95%. Figure 2 presents the relationship between w and recall for each of the 15 drug reviews. While recall monotonically increases very smoothly with w for all 15 reviews, the value of w for which recall reaches 0.95 varies widely. Furthermore, the curves flatten out substantially as w was raised above 2.0, making 4.0 a practical upper limit for w. Figure 3 presents estimates of the potential work saved for each of the 15 reviews. For 13 of the 15 topics, the WSS@95% was positive, meaning that the automated classification process is predicted to save the reviewers work in the future. For three of these topics, ACEInhibitors, ADHD, and NSAIDs, the predicted work savings was very large, about $50%. For these tasks the classification system is clearly successful at producing a significant work savings.
The work savings for the 15 tasks varied between 0% for Antihistamines and SkeletalMuscleRelaxants and 67.95% for ADHD. To fully evaluate our method, it was necessary to set a WSS@95% threshold for success. We determined a success threshold in the following manner. EPC staff estimates that performing a thorough literature database search, review of abstracts, full text procurement of identified documents, and review of those documents takes on average about 332 hours of a total 3,648-hour timeline to produce a systematic review or to update a review. WSS@95% measures the work saved over sampling at 95% recall, that is, the work saved over and above if one just took a 95% sample of the documents. When computing the actual time saved, this additional 5% (1.0 2 0.95 5 0.05) has to be added back in to arrive at an estimate of the total time saved by using the system, as opposed to just the benefit over sampling.
At a WSS@95% of 10.0%, actually 15% of the 332 hours spent on the tasks listed above is saved. This comes to about 50 hours of decreased work or about one week less time spent on each report. The EPC staff thought that saving more than a week's worth of labor was significant and that the saved time could be put to good use in writing a better review, spending more time synthesizing the evidence, or conducting further analyses. Therefore, a WSS@95% of 10% is a reasonable threshold for distinguishing the review topics where our methods provide a significant savings from those topics that do not derive a significant savings.
For 11 of the 15 review topics, the predicted WSS@95% savings was above 10%, and for seven of the 15 topics, the predicted savings was greater than 20%. For only four of the topics was the predicted savings less than 10%. The overall average WSS@95% for the 15 topics was 23.43%.
For two topics, Antihistamines and SkeletalMuscleRelaxants, the classification process did not provide any savings. For the Antihistamine review, a recall of 95% was unable to be achieved, and increasing w from 4.00 to 8.00 did not increase the recall at all. For the SkeletalMuscleRelaxants review, a recall of 95% was achievable, but the proportion of positives in the set chosen by the classifier was lower than in the original sample. For the Triptans review, the savings was positive (3.37%) , but smaller than our required threshold.
The last column in Table 3 , the percentage retained included in EPC review, can be interpreted as the precision of the queries used in the literature search, as applied to the articles in our text collection. These numbers can be compared to the precision shown in Table 6 . Table 7 presents these results also showing in the last column the factor by which the classification process multiplies precision at approximately 95% recall, as compared to the original expert-created clinical query. The precision and recall figures are chosen for the recall from Table 6 that are closest to 0.95. The precision improvement factor varies widely, from a very modest 1.0139 for Triptans to a very large 3.9375 for ADHD. Since the classification process was unable to achieve any improvement for Antihistamines and SkeletalMuscleRelaxants, results for these two reviews are labeled ''NA'' (not applicable) in the table. The last row of Table 7 provides an overall average for the 13 topics for which the classifier system was successful.
To ensure that our results were not confounded by the sizes or other descriptive statistics of the samples, we explored possible connections to classifier performance by computing linear correlation between WSS@95% and sample size, percentage of positive samples, and the number of relevant F i g u r e 3 . Work saved over sampling at 95% recall for each of the 15 drug review topics. features. These calculations showed a very low level of nonstatistically significant correlation between WSS@95% and sample size (R 2 5 0.025, p 5 0.576), between WSS@95% and percentage of positive samples (R 2 5 0.036, p 5 0.498), and between WSS@95% and the number of features (R 2 5 0.013, p 5 0.689).
Results obtained applying the 300-word stop list and the Porter stemming in addition to the previously described classification algorithm are shown in Table 8 . Overall stemming and stopping increased the range of best to worst scores, but the average effect was small. The results for NSAIDs decreased markedly, but the score for CalciumChannelBlockers almost doubled. Since stemming and stopping did not provide any clear and consistent benefit and added to the overall computational complexity, we decided to base our results and analysis on the baseline classification system without stemming or stopping.
Discussion
For more than 70% (11/15) of the drug reviews, the automated classification process showed a significant savings of reviewer effort at the 95% recall level. At this high level of recall, for 20% (3/15) of the reviews this savings was very large, about $50%. Clearly, a savings of $50% of the effort needed to review journal articles is substantial and attractive. Our research demonstrates a means of training an automated document classification system to select the papers with the highest likelihood of containing high-quality evidence. We have shown that automated document classification has strong potential for aiding the labor-intensive literature review process for systematic treatment reviews and other similar studies. Of course, the work savings could be greater if a lower level of recall were found acceptable. Furthermore, our research demonstrates how to determine which review topics the automated classifier will provide benefit for and an estimate of the expected labor reduction. The 5 3 2 cross-validation method should provide an accurate estimate of the classification performance on future articles that meet the given search criteria. This allows us to apply the automated classification system to only the review topics that gain sufficient value in the review process. While further work is necessary to determine the requirements of systematic reviewers before adding document classification to the drug review work process, we have shown a robust means of estimating the benefit that an automated document classification approach could provide.
We found that the performance of the classifier system, while most often providing at least some benefit, varied widely. In general, it is difficult to determine why a machine-learning algorithm such as the voting perceptron performs well on one task and not on another. Unlike with rules-based classifiers (e.g., Cohen et al. 23 ), the decision processes of a marginbased learning algorithm such as ours are rather opaque. Nevertheless, some observations can be made from the data in Tables 5 and 6 about why the classification system performed very well on some review topics and poorly on others.
Statistical analysis showed essentially no correlation between performance and the sample size or fraction of positive samples. The two zero scoring topics, Antihistamines and SkeletalMuscleRelaxants, had the lowest number of significant features, meaning that the classifier system had fewer dimensions with which to separate positives from negatives. It appears that 30 or fewer significant features are not enough to adequately model the triage process. However, the highest scoring topics did not necessarily have the highest number of significant features and the correlation between number of significant features and WSS was not statistically significant. The best performance occurred on ACEInhibitors, ADHD, and NSAIDs topics, but these topics had significant feature counts in the middle of the range. The tasks with the highest number of significant feature counts, AtypicalAntipsychotics and Statins, scored at the low and high extremes of the moderate performing group of tasks. We examined the data for correlations between performance and descriptive measures about the set of significant features such as number of individual features above various recall and precision thresholds and were unable to find any correlation.
Our previous work in biomedical text mining has shown that examining the single most predictive feature can provide insight into the performance of text classification tasks and at times can even dominate the performance, 16 especially when human annotated features such as MeSH are available. We therefore conducted an analysis looking at the most strongly predictive feature for each of the 15 tasks. Table 9 presents the single best feature for each of the review tasks, as determined by the F-measure prediction score on the individual features. There is no statistically significant correlation of WSS@95% performance with the F-measure of the single best feature. Even when removing the Triptans review topic by assuming that it is an outlier, the correlation is very weak (R 2 5 0.079) and still not significant (p 5 0.329).
Note, however, that the best features are most commonly words, as this is the case for nine of the 15 topics. Since the discriminatory power of the publication type and MeSH is one of the primary means by which the original expert-created queries were constructed, there have to be other useful features in order for the classifier system to outperform the original query. Therefore, it is reasonable to infer that for this to be possible there must exist effective classification features that are not as immediately obvious (to the human experts constructing search queries) as MeSH and publication types are. For example, for the highest scoring topic, ADHD, the word ''adults'' was the most discriminating classifier feature, although this term does not appear in the original expert-created query (the report inclusion criteria encompassed both pediatric and adult populations). Similarly, the terms for the single best features for BetaBlockers (hospitalization), ProtonPumpInhibitors (superior), and UrinaryIncontinence (weeks) do not appear in the search strategy. For ACEInhibitors, the MeSH Myocardial Infarction does appear in the original search strategy, but not with the mortality subheading included in the single best feature. In fact, the word mortality does not appear in any form in the original search strategy. Most interesting is the best feature confidence interval (CI) for the topic CalciumChannelBlockers. While this term, nor any obviously overlapping terms, does not appear in the original search strategy, one can infer that the presence of explicit confidence intervals was one characteristic that reviewers were looking for when deciding whether to include a given paper in the systematic review. The previously described work of Aphinyanaphongs et al. focused on improving sensitivity and specificity as measured by the area under the receiver-operating curve, and not on labor reduction as we have done here. Nevertheless, at the highest levels of recall (sensitivity) such as we use in our work, the improvement in precision of the Aphinyanaphongs et al. approach is roughly similar to ours, varying from just over unity to above 2.0. It is interesting that the improvement in precision is similar considering the difference in sample sizes and topic specificity, as the topic-specific nature of our work leads to our sample sizes being much smaller and the inclusion requirements for each drug review study are much more specific.
Our current methods have several limitations. We are only using words from the title and abstract, MeSH, and MEDLINE publication types as potential classification features. Additional work needs to be done to explore possible performance improvements by including additional features such as full document text, N-grams, parts-of-speech, and conceptual relations derived from natural language-processing (NLP) techniques. Furthermore, while we have had consistently encouraging results using the modified voting perceptron classifier with a linear kernel, other classifiers or higher order kernels may improve performance.
Many classifier algorithms such as our voting perceptron produce, in addition to a predicted class, a score that can be used as a confidence measure. This confidence measure can be used to rank the individual documents returned by a search query leading to an information retrieval approach, in contrast with the binary document classification presented here. For the purposes of aiding the process of updating systematic treatment reviews, where the reviewers want to identify the best set of documents to review, query reranking may not be as useful as document classification. However, the ranking approach has been shown to have value in tasks that continuously rerun the same queries to determine the order in which query-matching publications are reviewed for database annotation, such as that done by the Swiss-Prot curators when annotating the relationship between genetic diseases and polymorphisms. 15 Our data set included 15 drug reviews, all of which were available at the time this work was performed. While this number of topics is adequate to show that automated document classification can provide benefit in the drug review process, this sample size is small and our computation of average WSS@95% and precision improvement have to be interpreted in this context. Additional drug review data sets would help to further characterize the expected frequency and size of the work reduction for a typical drug review study.
Extending the system to process full text articles and using full text classification methods may make significant improvements in classifier performance possible. For example, Porter stemming may have a more consistent and beneficial effect on full text. However, it is not clear that all sources of full text, including MEDLINE-indexed journal articles, Cochrane reviews, and non-English journal articles should be processed together for classification. Further work is necessary to determine the best means of including the different types of full text articles. Full text may also allow us to include some of the reports that were removed during the initial data preparation process, which required the document to have an entry within MEDLINE.
An automated document classification system such as ours could be integrated into a full system that would automatically rerun the drug review queries on PubMed or Ovid, classify the resulting documents, and notify the reviewers when new positive documents were discovered for each drug review. It would be straightforward for this notification to be either an automated e-mail or from a news-feed (RSS) server. These notifications would be useful both for focusing the reviewer's time on the most likely articles to include highquality topic-specific evidence, as well as to alert the review team when a sufficient amount of new evidence had accumulated to warrant an update of a given drug class review.
Conclusions
We have demonstrated that automated document classification systems can provide value to the process of preparing systematic evidence reviews. We have shown one method of constructing and training a classifier system to accomplish this task and have presented a means of estimating the performance of such a system and using that estimate to decide for which topics such a system would be most useful. For the vast majority of topics studied, automated document classification can provide some value in reducing the labor of manual review, and for about 20% of topics, the reduction is very large, approaching $50%.
Future work will focus on improving the classifier system and investigating the incorporation of the system into systematic review workflow. The results shown here are encouraging enough to warrant building a system that automatically reruns the queries and notifies reviewers of papers classified as positive for one of the 13 topics where a net gain was shown. This will allow collection of prospective data to determine the actual effect on the workload of revising systematic drug evidence reviews. It will also help determine the required level of recall and labor savings and how these parameters may change based on the topic, schedule, and other environmental factors. Finally, additional classifier features and classification algorithms should be investigated, such as making use of the nine specific exclusion codes.
We encourage others to investigate applying text mining and classification approaches to practical real-world problems in biomedical informatics such as presented here. Furthermore, we encourage other investigators to use publicly available collections whenever feasible. Therefore, we are publicly releasing the text collection and data set built and used in this work. The files are available for download off of the first author's home page at http://medir.ohsu.edu/ ;cohenaa.
